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PROPERTY NEEDED FOR
TRAINING PASTORS

Faculty and student
body of the Chile
Baptist College
March, 2016

The Multiplication Process in Action
The key to reaching a country for Christ is to train the nationals to reach their own
people. That core belief led us to launch the Chile Baptist College in 2009 with 3 students.
In the subsequent years, God continued to call men and women to His service. Today
nearly 30 students are preparing for local church ministries to reach Chile and the world
with the gospel in our generation.
The multiplication eﬀect is becoming more visible as the first graduates are planting
churches and training others. It’s no longer just American missionaries investing their lives
in the Chilean believers. Now, those first trained Chilean workers are reaching others.

Next Stage Strategic Plan
As we plan and prepare for the next

10 years, it’s increasingly clear that
we need a permanent facility to
maximize our eﬀorts in training a
growing number of Chileans who
God has called to the ministry.
After careful prayer, planning, and consideration, we believe the next step is
to acquire a piece of land with several large classrooms and limited
apartment space for students from outside Santiago. The projected cost for

Church Planting
Conference
Attendance - 200
April, 2016

an adequate piece of property is $250,000 dollars.
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Why do we need to make this transition now?
• Our current classrooms are full.
• Our commitment to longevity necessitates a plan that will continue to thrive when the
missionaries are gone. A permanent space will facilitate this important goal.
• The student body has doubled in the last 3 years. If God continues to bless, we will
need to make this transition very soon.

FAQ
1. Why not purchase a cheaper piece of land
outside of the city?
• It’s diﬃcult for most to grasp the scope of a
city with 7 million people. For the average
young person using public transportation, it
can take 2 hours to cross the city! A location
outside Santiago only increases that long
commute. With travel times exceeding 2 hours,
the inevitable need for room and board (with
much higher monthly expenses) also increases.
We need an assessable location in the lowermiddle class neighborhoods of city.

Vladimir Caro
Pastor of Life Baptist
Church which was
planted in 2010

2. Where do we currently oﬀer weekly training for the 30 Bible
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college students?
• We use the Sunday school classrooms of our first church plant, Faith Baptist
Church, in southwest Santiago.
3. Why make a purchase when you can rent?
• Similar properties would cost $4,000-$5,000 a month. The rent model is
unsustainable for the nationals in the long run.
4. How will these funds be raised?
• This is a complete step of faith. We trust God to provide through the Chilean
churches, strategic partners, and local churches in the USA. Please pray about
being a part of the project!
5. Where should funds be sent for this project?
Vision Baptist Missions
c/o Chile Land Fund
PO Box 442
Alpharetta, GA 30009
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